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It is considered best practice that youth services
adhere to the Children and Young People’s
National Participation Standards (the standards)
and promote their use. In order to gain recognition
and accreditation for adhering to the standards, the
team/service must follow the below process; 

As a participation team, the active involvement
team (AIT) aim to promote, adhere to and
champion the standards in all work that is carried
out. 
In order to kick-start the process, AIT needed to
complete a self-assessment. The self-assessment
is a set of questions based around the standards,
any organisation undergoing this process must
also complete a portfolio of evidence. After
submitting these two, AIT next invited the young
inspector’s along to view city hall chambers where
meetings are held and to their office based at
grassroots. 
AIT were then interviewed before the young
inspector’s decided to pass AIT and recommend
AIT for a full kite-mark. The recommendation was
sent off to welsh government and since, AIT have
been officially awarded the kite-mark by the First
Minister for Wales, Mark Drakeford, himself.
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The process of the standards involves young
people throughout; training them to become
young inspectors, giving them the opportunity
to read the self-assessment, putting them in
charge of requesting evidence, encouraging
them to lead during the inspection etc. 
On this occasion, the bespoke training
sessions were spread across two full days and
were delivered in conjunction with Tempo – the
organisation running the network of Time
Credits. The young people engaged in ice
breakers and team building exercises in order
to help them get to know each other as they
had not met prior to this training. They also
engaged in an array of activities which helped
build their confidence, assertiveness and active
listening. The young inspectors learnt about
children’s rights, confidentiality and an
evidence capturing method called triangulation
as a part of their training. All activities, though
different, had one aim; to enable the young
people to invoke their right to a voice as set out
in Article 12 of the United Nations Convention
of the Rights of the Child. 
The young inspectors were then given access
to AIT’s self-assessment, from which they
devised a list of ‘things to look out for’ during
the inspection and produced a list of evidence
that they then requested to see on the day of
the inspection.

Young Inspectors
During the inspection day the young inspectors
were impressed by the amount of work that such
a small team are achieving. They recommended
that AIT have more posters or leaflets in and
around the city centre as this is where CYC
meetings are held. They liked the amount of
involvement young people had in terms of
steering the work AIT do and how well respected
their views are. 
The young inspector’s comments have been
captured and collated to be quality assured and
signed off. 
Though AIT passed, there is always room for
improvement. The young people made some
recommendations (in order to be adhering to the
standards as best as possible) based on what
was presented to them and AIT are in the
process of adjusting their working methods in
order to fully take these recommendations on
board. 
As the young inspector programme is unique to
AIT in Cardiff, we divided the team and had 1
member of staff in charge of communicating with
Tempo and training the young people and the
others in charge of the self-assessment process
and evidence collation. This was done in order to
avoid bias in the best possible way. 
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What is the UK Youth Parliament? 
Run by young people for young
people, The UK Youth Parliament
(UKYP) provides opportunities for 11-
18 year olds to use their voice in
creative ways to bring about social
change. The UKYP is made up of
over 300 MYPs (Members of Youth
Parliament), who are elected by their
peers in youth elections throughout
the UK. Any young person aged 11-18
can stand or vote. Once elected,
MYPs organise events and projects,
run campaigns and influence decision
makers on the issues which matter
most to young people. 

Make Your Mark Results
This Year’s Ballot
This year’s ballot had a very new
format to previous years. There were
3 votes on the ballot paper,   1 vote for
5 UK wide topics, 1 vote for 5
Devolved topics and space to write a
Local topic. The choices on the ballot
paper were decided by Members of
the Youth Parliament at an Annual
Conference in August.
 
This year 6559 young people across
Cardiff took part in Make your Mark,
results are shown in the table below.
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DevolvedUK wide

2582

1340

1040984

534587
836

11221165

2823
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There are currently over 91
schools in Cardiff who
have registered for the
UNICEF Rights Respecting
Schools programme which
contributes to our goal of
being a Child Friendly City. 
All these schools have
pledged to create safe and
inspiring places to learn,
where children are
respected, their talents are
nurtured and they are able
to thrive. The Rights
Respecting Schools Award
embeds these values in
daily school life and gives
children the best chance to
lead happy, healthy lives
and to be responsible,
active citizens.
 

Rights Respecting Schools

Of those 91 schools in
Cardiff, we have 3 schools
who have achieved gold, 14
schools have achieved silver
and 49 schools have currently
achieved bronze.
Congratulations to the 7
schools who have progressed
to the silver award since
September. 
We have more training
planned for the New Year for
schools, ensuring more
schools are progressing
through the programme.
 

Latest updates
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The national participation
standards are a set of standards
that services can adhere to when
working with young people. The
extent to which services are
following the standards are
evaluated by trained young
inspectors. Some areas of Wales
have more young people
interested in becoming young
inspectors than others and some
areas have more services
interested in being inspected than
others. In order to counterbalance
this, a team of national kite-mark
inspectors was created. 
Organised by Children in Wales,
2 lead young inspectors from
Cardiff, Alana Ellis and Ffion
Humphreys, travelled up to
Wrexham (accompanied by AIT
staff) to the initial meeting of the
national kite-mark inspectors.
Present were members of
Wrexham Youth Council,
Carmarthenshire Youth Council
as well as other representatives
from across Wales. 

Wrexham Trip
At the meeting, the group
looked at what participation
means, a benefit tree of the
national participation
standards (a mapping exercise
shaped as a tree showing the
benefits of the standards for
different people) & the young
inspectors programme and
were also formally invited to
attend the 30th anniversary
celebration of the UNCRC.

Young Inspectors National Team

Look out for future inspections carried out by this group!
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Levels of democracy, across
the UK for both adults and
young people
The difference between
Government and Parliament
Who is elected to represent
them locally (Cardiff) nationally
(Wales) and UK wide
How to vote in an election
Laws around ‘when to’ and
‘who can’ vote

Recently AIT where asked to
support a PSE day at Cantonian
High School to look at democracy
and voting systems within the UK.
With the help of CYC members
the staff developed a one hour
workshop that was delivered to
115 students throughout the day
during six lessons.
 The session looked at a number
of different areas that included:

 
 
We also looked at the UNCRC –
Children’s rights and what they
meant to the class.  The sessions
were successful with some great
debates and discussions and we
also had some very interesting
answers to a quiz that formed part
of the lesson.

Cantonian High School PSE Day

We look forward to taking part in another PSE day at the school in the future.



On the 28th of September 17 CYC
members (some of whom who were
existing members and some who had
only just started with us during the
meeting prior) had an induction to
CYC. During the session they learnt
about the structure of CYC, including
the executive, the reformation group
and the subgroups. 
 
They also conversed with existing
members about why CYC is in place
and new and ongoing opportunities
that they could get involved in were
advertised to them. During this
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session the group had the
responsibility of deciding how to cap
the numbers of each subgroup in the
most fair way as in previous years
there has always been a ‘favourite’ that
many members leaned towards. The
reason for introducing a cap was that,
on occasion, the larger subgroup
would need to split into smaller working
groups and struggled to come to a
unanimous decision. This allowed
newer members to take some
responsibility and feel a part of the
decision making process and a part of
the group, from the offset.

CYC Induction

made with mentimeter on the day
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Research and identify current models, tools
and services for the support of children and
young people’s (C&YP) MH&W
Identify preventative support that could help
reduce the need for escalation to mental
health & wellbeing interventions such as
Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS)
What services/support children and young
people need
Identifying new ways in which services
could be delivered to children and young
people

C&YP Scrutiny Committee
Scrutiny mental health task group
CAMHS repatriation steering group
CAMHS repatriation development group

Over the last academic year Cardiff Youth
Council (CYC) has worked on its priority of
Mental Health & Wellbeing (MH&W). 
The group identified that in order for them to
gain a good understanding of what current
MH&W services for children and young people
exist already, and how best to influence and
shape future services, then a number of tasks
would need to be done, which included: 

The group have also had members sitting on a
number of strategic/task groups to try and
gauge what the current thinking is amongst
decision makers, these are:

Report & Key Recommendations
After their engagement and research the group
have written a report which identifies some of
the issues faced by C&YP, the adults who
work and support them, the environment in
which they learn and the oversight of services
provided. The report then goes on to present a
number of key recommendations that young
people say is needed for things to improve.
This report will soon be published and sent out
to a number of key people and organisations
that the group have identified.

Subgroups (CYC Priorities)

The creation of two videos
The first - a 2 min live action film in
which young people talk about some of
the issues they face that cause poor
MH&W and which promotes MindHub
The second – a 20-30sec animated film
that can be used to promote MindHub
on various platforms such as social
media sites

Update the MindHub website with changes
identified by users
Posters and banners that can be displayed
in schools and other locations across the
city.

Going Forward
Usually CYC set three new priorities at the
start of each academic year but this year has
been a little different. 
As part of their work last year CYC identified
a number of ways in which they would like to
promote MindHub which were:

 
In order to achieve the above CYC needed
funding and applied to Cardiff Youth Service
for money through a Welsh Government
Grant aimed at improving MH&W for young
people.
This funding has been approved but due to
the approval not coming through until after the
start of the new academic year, 2019-2020,
CYC decided to continue the MH&W priority
subgroup without going through the usual
channels of debating and voting on priority
issues.
This means that the subgroup can now go on
and proceed with the work above.
As well as this work the group are in the
process of looking at what they can also do
over the rest of this academic year to further
their goal in helping young people with their
MH&W.

Mental Health and Wellbeing 2018 - 2020

Keep an eye out for their work in upcoming editions.



Fearless is a site where you can access non-
judgemental information and advice about crime
and a safe place to give information about crime
- 100% anonymously.
There was also the development of a task and
finish group of organisations from across the
city that deliver knife crime awareness sessions
in schools. The purpose of the group was to
understand, who is delivering what and to which
schools, this was a way to stop duplication and
also to quality assure that we are all working to
the same standard and sharing the same
messages.
This culminated in the development of a leaflet,
Supporting Youth Knife Crime Prevention in
Cardiff - A Resource for Professionals Working
with Young People; that highlighted key
organisations that are working on the Knife
Crime agenda in Cardiff. This resource has
been shared with a number of partners and all
schools across the city.
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Subgroups (CYC Priorities)

With fatal stabbings across England and Wales
at their highest levels since records began in
1946, and knife and gun crime rising by 21%
last year alone, there is a clear indication that
the current approaches to tackling violent crime
need urgent revision.
CYC members have been working with Senior
Youth Officers (SYOs) over the last year to
develop a knife crime (KC) awareness
workshop that can be delivered in schools
across the city. Members helped with identifying
what needed to be in the workshop by looking
at the law, consequences, why young people
carry knives and the media’s role in knife crime.
Members of the KC subgroup worked with
young people from different youth centres
across the city to develop the workshop and trial
it. After evaluating the session, members asked
us to trial it again in a school setting with the
workshop being delivered to over 200 young
people. Work shop resources were developed
around the Fearless model.

Knife Crime 2018 - 2019

Support Youth Services 2018 - 2019

Over the year the subgroup managed
to achieve a lot. A portion if the work
will follow into 2019 – 2020 but not as
an official subgroup.
The subgroup initially looked at the
youth work quality mark: silver level
and created a survey based on the
themes in it. They then asked youth
service managers to ask their staff to
complete it. After the staff had their
say the subgroup decided to
concentrate their efforts on another
element of the quality mark, ensuring
that services are implementing the 7 

national participation standards for
children and young people in Wales.
An opportunity then arose for them to
work together with the achievement
leader of Cardiff youth service and
carry out an inspection on the training
provider and tuition service ACT. 
In order to do this the group needed
to be trained as young inspectors. In
the New Year Cardiff youth services
will be undergoing inspections in an
attempt to gain the national kite-mark
for the service as a whole.
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Subgroups (CYC Priorities)
Protect the Environment 2019 - 2020

This year a new subgroup
has been formed: protect the
environment. 
This subgroup came from the
make your mark ballot, put
forward by Connor Clarke,
MYP for Cardiff and CYC
member, and motions from
CYC members and was 

voted for as a favourite. 
The group have been
researching what avenue
they would like to prioritise
as the topic has the potential
to be broad. They are also
looking to work with local
councillors and the Welsh
youth parliament.

Keep an eye out for their work in upcoming editions.

Welcoming Refugees 2019 - 2020

A new priority for the year is
Welcoming refugees. This
was on the make your mark
ballot, put forward by Victor
Ciunca, MYP for Cardiff and
CYC member. As a result,
CYC have prioritised it for
the year.
The current plan is to work
with Oasis Cardiff (who aim
to provide a warm Welsh
welcome for refugees and  

asylum seekers) and the
refugee council for Wales
(who speak out on behalf of
those who are fleeing
persecution, conflict and
oppression) and find out
what they do and how they
support young people. They
are interested in knowing if
there is any scope to work
together on the agenda of
welcoming refugees into our
city.

Keep an eye out for their work in upcoming editions.



As Members of Youth Parliament, it is
always an honour to meet with
Members of the UK Parliament (MPs) -
and for the past few months it has been
mine and Victor’s primary mission to
meet with as many MPs and AMs as
possible.
 
The advantages of this are not just
personal (though the photo
opportunities are great), they present an
opportunity for the youth council to
spread the word of their work to people
in positions of influence.
 
We used these meetings as a vehicle to
inform these legislators, who all
represent Cardiff, of the work that CYC
does but, more importantly, the priorities
of children and young people in Cardiff.
 
As 2019's top Make Your Mark priority,
Protect the Environment came up a
number of times during these meetings.
Young people are invested in our future
and it was good to see how these
politicians are aware of this and reflect
on it. In addition, topics such as
Welcome Refugees, Crime and Mental
Health were all key topics of
conversation (this was especially
beneficial as we were able to show off
MindHub and the work of the Mental
Health and Wellbeing Subgroup).
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In addition to spreading the word of
children and young people, we used these
opportunities to expand our network of
communication. Our ultimate aim is to get
these influential people involved in the
work of young people and raise their
awareness about us - in a greater capacity
than just meetings - which is a key
component to that journey.
It was a great experience overall. My key
moments were meeting Welsh First
Minister Mark Drakeford (AM for Cardiff
West) and MP. Stephen Doughty, as well
as choosing whether to dress smart
casual, casual or smart!

Meeting MPs
written by Connor Clarke
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Dates of upcoming meetings:
Jan 15th
Feb 12th
Venue:
City hall, Chambers
Times:
Arrival at 4:30pm
Meetings start by 5pm and
Finish at 7pm
Dates of future CYC meetings can be
found on our blog or Facebook 

Join The Conversation…..
cardiffyouthcouncil.com/
twitter.com/cardiffyouthcouncil
facebook.com/cardiffyouthcouncil/
youtube.com/user/CardiffYouthCouncil
cardiffyouthcouncil@cardiff.gov.uk

Blog:
Tweet:
FB:
Tube:
Email:

Contact us
AIT@cardiff.gov.uk
Carey Davies - 07974 417734

Email:
Phone:
Address:
Grassroots
58 Charles Street
Cardiff
CF10 2GG

CARDIFF YOUTH COUNCIL

ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT TEAM

http://cardiffyouthcouncil.com/
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Active Involvement Team
Engagement & Impact

September - October 2019
23 Engagement Activities

281 Total Contacts
183 Individuals Engaged

Currently there are 22 young
people trained as Young

Interviewers

115 Children & Young
People received rights

training

559 Volunteer Hours
from 68 members of Cardiff

Youth Council

AIT have gone through the self-assessment process of the
national participation standards and are to be awarded by the

First Minister for Wales with the kite-mark award

Cardiff Youth Council now has representation on various Strategic
Boards and influencing groups, including:

- Children & Young People’s Scrutiny Committee
- Economy & Culture Scrutiny Committee

- Education Development Board
- Children & Young People’s Advisory Board (CYPAB) for 

Child Friendly Cardiff 
- Scrutiny Mental Health Task Group
- Cardiff Commitment Steering Group

- Cardiff 2030 Education Strategy
- Cardiff Knife Crime Steering Group

* Mae'r ddogfen hon ar gael yn Gymraeg *
* This document is available in Welsh *


